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Tree genetic resources to bridge production gaps and promote resilience

Rising enthusiasm around the world for tree planting
leading to a cascade of ambitious initiatives
• Large scale tree planting initiatives, including the IUCN Bonn Challenge
Secretariat, AFR 100, The Nature Conservancy, 1t.org, Trillion Trees, the Global
Evergreening Alliance, Ecosia, Plan Vivo and various corporate entities;
initiatives supporting tree planting: hundreds of millions of hectares have
been pledged by governments, corporates and civil society for tree-planting,
reforestation and restoration – primarily to sequester carbon.
• The United Nations Decade on Ecosystem Restoration runs from 2021 to 2030
• More than 100 world leaders have promised to end and reverse deforestation
by 2030, in the COP26 climate summit's first major deal.
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Concern- massive scale and speed
• Many poorly designed projects have been implemented and many
tree-planting brokers have proliferated but with limited skill and
knowledge in the science and application of tree genetic resources
and forestry
• Large scale tree planting efforts without any indication of the species
planted and sometimes large-scale use of invasive non-native
species
• Exotic species promoted, low diversity monoculture tree planting of
one major favoured over more diverse portfolios
• BOTTLENECK- LACK OF DIVERSE SEEDS (appropriate genetically
diverse seed and seedling provenances)
• LACK OF $$$ INVESTMENT IN DIVERSITY and QUALITY SEEDS
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THE RIGHT TREE FOR THE RIGHT PLACE FOR
THE RIGHT PURPOSE
Over the last decade we have sought to address twin concerns:
➢ How to ensure that tree seeds and seedlings are planted in the
right places for the right purposes
➢ How to make available quality tree planting material.
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Improving the availability of quality tree seed
PATSPO- NICFI funded ‘model tree seed systems’
Provision of adequate tree seed portfolios in Ethiopia
https://www.worldagroforestry.org/project/provision-adequate-tree-seed-portfolio-ethiopia

• Building stakeholder partnerships
• Delivering improved orphan tree crops through
supporting diverse breeding pathways
• Mainstreaming essential food tree diversity
portfolios through rural resource centres
• Conserving diverse tree (genebanks) germplasm
to support conservation, delivery and use
• Developing policies to support effective tree seed
systems
• Enhancing capacity of all stakeholders
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Supporting better decision making
• Building information platforms to
support planting choice and seed
system operation

• Designing maps and apps to guide
appropriate planting under current
and future climates
• Releasing statistical packages to
support appropriate tree planting
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Guidelines

Tree Seeds for Farmers
Mama Wangari visited ICRAF seed lab

The Resources for Tree Planting Platform
https://www.worldagroforestry.org/output/resources-tree-planting-platform

https://www.diversityforrestoration.org/
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The right tree is planted in the right place, for
the right purpose: a real return on investments
Ex-ante analysis has shown modest investments to improve seed
and seedling genetic quality will have significant quantifiable
livelihood and environmental benefits.
Paying less than 5% extra for a seedling will allow investing in better qualitygenerating huge returns. Applied on 20% of AFR100 will generate extra 5
billion USD in income, sequester 19 million more tonnes of CO2 and save a
further 4 million tonnes of soil. In addition comes biodiversity values from
using native species
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Tree Field Genebanks - diverse tree species collections
Seed Sources & material for future breeding

r.jamnadass@cgiar.org
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Concluding Messages
Donors/Investors: Integrated Tree Seed Systems requires long term
investments - A MIGHTY TREE STARTS FROM A SEED- so work in wanting to
plant diverse tree species starts at improving the quality of their seeds.
Tree planters and Investors: work with experts to improve tree seed quality
at the project design stage of tree planting initiatives as there is a solid
knowledge and science behind integrated seed systems.
Experts of seed seedling systems: you should and must scale out existing
experience and knowledge to support the burgeoning forest landscape
restoration and broader tree planting initiatives.
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Integrated Tree Seed System EXPERTS of
FTA- Flagship 1
Lars Graudal, Jens-Peter B Lillesø, Ian K Dawson, Abrham Abiyu, James
M Roshetko, Isaac Nyoka, Alain Tsobeng, Roeland Kindt, Fabio
Pedercini, Soren Moestrup, Riina Jalonen, Evert Thomas, Stepha
McMullin, Sammy Carsan, Prasad Hendre, Chris J Kettle, Li Yanxia,
Ramni Jamnadass
Thank you so very much for all your excellent work
Hope to work with you again and soon in FTA PHASE 3
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